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ABSTRACT

A method of determining a dog's emotions from its voice
with objective supports. The invention follows the procedures of converting dog's voices into electrical audio
signals, extracting characteristics in a time to frequency
component relation map of the audio signals as a input voice
pattern, storing in advance in memory reference voice
patterns for various emotions that respectively represent
characteristics of time to frequency component relation
maps, comparing the input voice pattern with the reference
voice patterns, and determining what a dog feels by declaring emotion of the particular reference voice pattern showing the highest correlation with the input voice pattern as a
result of the comparison, and emotions represented by the
reference voice patterns include "loneliness", "frustration",
"aggressiveness", "assertiveness", "happiness", and
"wistfulness", and hence, the present invention attains an
effective way of determining dog's emotions with objective
supports.
2 Claims, 8 Drawing Sheets
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input voice pattern; characterized in that the reference voice
patterns include a reference voice pattern expressing loneliness that is made up of significant frequency components
around 5000 Hz without frequency components of 3000 Hz
5 or below but lacks harmonics and lasts for 0.2 to 0.3 second,
a reference voice pattern expressing frustration that is made
This application is a continuation of PCT/JP02/00956
up
of a sub-pattern for 0.3 to 1 second of fundamental tones
filed Feb. 6, 2002.
ranging from 160 to 240 Hz with harmonics up to 1500 Hz
TECHNICAL FIELD
and a subsequent sub-pattern of 250 to 8000 Hz without
definite fundamental tones and harmonics but conspicuous
The present invention relates to an apparatus of determinfor frequency components around 1000 Hz, a reference
ing animal's emotions from vocal analysis of barking
voice pattern expressing aggressiveness that is made up of a
sounds, and more particularly, it relates to an apparatus of
sub-pattern ranging from 250 to 8000 Hz without definite
determining dog's emotions by vocally analyzing barking
fundamental tones and harmonics and conspicuous for fresounds.
quency components around 1000 Hz and a subsequent
15
sub-pattern for 0.8 to 1.5 second of fundamental tones
BACKGROUND ART
ranging from 240 to 360 Hz with harmonics definite up to
Above all animals, especially dogs have had very close
1500 Hz and reaching 8000 Hz, a reference voice pattern
relations to human beings for a long time, and they have
expressing assertiveness that is made up of frequency complayed important roles in human societies, not only serving
ponents ranging from 250 to 8000 Hz without definite
as work dogs like watchdogs and lifeguards but also as pets
fundamental tones and harmonics and conspicuous for frewhich live together with family members of human beings.
quency components around 1000 Hz, 2000 Hz and 5000 Hz,
Thus, it is not an exaggeration to say that human beings have
respectively, a reference voice pattern expressing happiness
had a dream for a long time to communicate with dogs, and
including a sub-pattern of frequency components ranging
actually various attempts have been done to realize the
from 250 to 8000 Hz without definite fundamental tones and
dream. Japanese Unexamined Patent Publication No. H10harmonics and with conspicuous frequency components
3479 titled "Interpretation Method for Reading Animal's
around 1000 Hz and a subsequent sub-pattern of fundamenMind and Interpretation Device for the Same" discloses a
tal tones ranging from 200 to 300 Hz with harmonics up to
method of interpreting animal's mind and a device for the
1500 Hz, and a reference voice pattern expressing wistfulsame where voice made by animals such as pets and
ness that is made up of fundamental tones ranging from 250
livestock is received and converted into audio signals while
to 500 Hz with harmonics up to 8000 Hz and with frequency
actions of the animals are shot into moving pictures and
of the fundamental tones being varied.
converted into video signals, and then, the audio and video
The invention as defined in Claim 2 comprises steps of
signals are compared with reference data on voices and
motions that have been ethologically analyzed. Relying on , converting a dog's voice into electrical audio signals,
extracting characteristics in a time to frequency component
this technology, voices and actions of a dog can be interrelation map of the audio signals as an input voice pattern,
preted to read its mind, but this prior art fails to provide any
storing reference voice patterns that represent various dog's
practical data of dog's voices and actions that seem to be a
emotions expressed by its voice in a form of the time to
kind of expression of its emotions.
frequency component relation map, comparing the input
There has not been any means to reason objectively how 40 voice pattern with the reference voice patterns, and detera dog feels on the basis of vocal analysis in which, upon the
mining how the dog feels from the most closely matched
definite understanding of the relation between dog's emopattern to the input voice pattern; characterized in that the
tions and its barking sounds, reference voice patterns are set
reference voice patterns include a reference voice pattern
corresponding to such emotions, and actual voice of any
expressing loneliness that is made up of significant frespecific dog is compared to the reference voice patterns. 45 quency components around 5000 Hz without frequency
More accurately speaking, there have been no objective
components of 3000 Hz or below but lacks harmonics and
supports in effect to identify a specific dog's emotion from
lasts for 0.2 to 0.3 second, a reference voice pattern expressits voice. The present invention is made to overcome the
ing frustration that is made up of a sub-pattern for 0.3 to 1
above-mentioned disadvantages of the prior art, and it is an
second of fundamental tones ranging from 160 to 240 Hz
object of the present invention to provide a device of 50 with harmonics up to 1500 Hz and a subsequent sub-pattern
receiving actual voice of a dog to determine dog's emotions
of 250 to 8000 Hz without definite fundamental tones and
with objective supports by first creating reference voice
harmonics but conspicuous for frequency components
patterns corresponding to various emotions of a dog and
around 1000 Hz, a reference voice pattern expressing
then matching the reference patterns with actual voice
aggressiveness that is made up of a sub-pattern ranging from
patterns of a dog.
55 250 to 8000 Hz without definite fundamental tones and
harmonics and conspicuous for frequency components
DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION
around 1000 Hz and a subsequent sub-pattern for 0.8 to 1.5
second of fundamental tones ranging from 240 to 360 Hz
The Invention as defined in Claim 1 comprises means for
with harmonics definite up to 1500 Hz and reaching 8000
converting a dog's voice into electrical audio signals, means
for extracting characteristics in a time to frequency compo- 60 Hz, a reference voice pattern expressing assertiveness that is
made up of frequency components ranging from 250 to 8000
nent relation map of the audio signals as an input voice
Hz without definite fundamental tones and harmonics and
pattern, means for storing reference voice patterns that
conspicuous for frequency components around 1000 Hz,
represent various dog's emotions expressed by its voice in a
2000 Hz and 5000 Hz, respectively, a reference voice pattern
form of the time to frequency component relation map,
means for comparing the input voice pattern with the 65 expressing happiness including a sub-pattern of frequency
components ranging from 250 to 8000 Hz without definite
reference voice patterns, and means for determining dog's
fundamental tones and harmonics and with conspicuous
feeling by choosing the pattern most closely matched to the
APPARATUS FOR DETERMINING DOG'S
EMOTIONS BY VOCAL ANALYSIS OF
BARKING SOUNDS A N D METHOD FOR
THE SAME
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frequency components around 1000 Hz and a subsequent
The input voice pattern extractor 3 functions to extract
sub-pattern of fundamental tones ranging from 200 to 300
characteristic voice patterns from the audio signals. The
Hz with harmonics up to 1500 Hz, and a reference voice
input voice pattern extractor 3 consists of a CPU (or otherpattern expressing wistfulness that is made up of fundamenwise a DSP), ROM that stores a program which makes the
tal tones ranging 250 to 500 Hz with harmonics up to 8000 5 CPU serve as the input voice pattern extractor 3, RAM for
Hz and with frequency of the fundamental tones being
work areas, and the like that are not individually shown. A
varied.
voice pattern is, in general, represented in a form of a time
to frequency component relation map of the audio signals.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
The relation map is a representation of time-varying freFIG. 1 is a diagram of system structure of a preferred 10 quency distribution in a graph where the horizontal axis
shows time while the vertical axis indicates frequency, and
embodiment according to the present invention;
it is preferable that the time-varying frequency distribution
FIG. 2 is a diagram illustrating a "time to frequency
is divided by a certain time interval and a certain frequency
component relation map" that represents a typical voice
difference into grids to give another representation of voice
pattern to "loneliness" (the horizontal axis is divided every
0.05 second while the vertical axis is divided every 250 Hz; 15 energy distribution within each of the grids. The representation of the relation map allows for comprehensive and
and significant characteristics are encircled);
quantitative handling of the audio signals. More specifically,
FIG. 3 is a diagram illustrating "time to frequency comthe relation map may be provided in a manner where a
ponent relation map" that represents a typical voice pattern
frequency band is segmented in sub-bands in each of which
to "frustration" (the horizontal axis is divided every 0.025
20 voice energy distribution is numerically expressed. A bandsecond while the vertical axis is divided every 250 Hz; and
width and the number of the sub-bands can be determined
significant characteristics are encircled);
appropriately. Advantageously, the voice energy is mathFIG. 4 is a diagram illustrating "time to frequency comematically processed in some appropriate way so as to make
ponent relation map" that represents a typical voice pattern
resultant time related characteristics more definite. Such a
to "aggressiveness" (the horizontal axis is divided every
mathematical processing includes various mathematical
0.05 second while the vertical axis is divided every 250 Hz;
operations. For instance, appropriate selection of window
and significant characteristics are encircled);
function, appropriate setting of a dead band, appropriate
FIG. 5 is a diagram illustrating "time to frequency comsetting of FFT transformation units, appropriate setting of
ponent relation map" that represents a typical voice pattern
release conditions, appropriate setting of reference method,
to "assertiveness" (the horizontal axis is divided every 0.02
appropriate setting of attack conditions, appropriate setting
second while the vertical axis is divided every 250 Hz; and
of reference point requirements, and the like should be
significant characteristics are encircled);
carried out to refine the relation map so as to be suitable for
the objective. The similar mathematical processing is
FIG. 6 is a diagram illustrating "time to frequency comemployed to create reference voice patterns for various
ponent relation map" that represents a typical voice pattern
to "happiness" (the horizontal axis is divided every 0.05 3S emotions as mentioned later. In this way, processing the
input voice pattern and the reference voice patterns in the
second while the vertical axis is divided every 250 Hz; and
same mathematical operations facilitates simplification of a
significant characteristics are encircled);
subsequent procedure of using the comparator 5 to compare
FIG. 7 is a diagram illustrating "time to frequency comthe input voice pattern with the reference voice patterns, as
ponent relation map" that represents a typical voice pattern
to "wistfulness" (the horizontal axis is divided every 0.1 40 described later.
second while the vertical axis is divided every 250 Hz; and
significant characteristics are encircled); and
FIG. 8 is a table providing sample data of reference voice
patterns practically observed.
BEST MODE OF THE INVENTION
Apreferred embodiment of the present invention will now
be described in conjunction with the accompanying drawings. FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating a structure of a
device for determining dog's emotions from vocal analysis
of its barking sounds (referred to as "emotion determining
apparatus" hereinafter) denoted by reference numeral 1 in
accordance with the present invention. The emotion determining apparatus 1 is comprised of a transducer 2, an input
voice pattern extractor 3, an emotions based reference voice
patterns memory 4, a comparator 5, an emotion determining
means 6, and an output means 7.
The transducer 2 converts a voice made by a dog into
digitized audio signals. The transducer 2 consists of a
microphone, an A/D converter, and the like which are not
individually shown. The voice of a dog is received by the
microphone and converted into electrical signals. The electrical signals are digitized by the A/D converter to produce
audio signals. The microphone may be downsized and
separated as an independent wireless microphone so as to
enable attachment to a dog of which utterance is to be
analyzed.

45

50
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60

65

The emotions based reference voice patterns memory 4 is
a component that stores the reference voice patterns for
various emotions. The emotions based reference voice patterns memory 4 is typically ROM that stores the reference
voice patterns. The ROM can be a rewritable flash ROM
which enables rewriting data to provide for needs to update
the reference voice patterns as desired in future and add
other categories of emotions. The reference voice patterns
are generally provided, respectively, in a form of the time to
frequency component relation map of the audio signals. The
relation map is a representation of time-varying frequency
distribution of voice where the horizontal axis shows time
while the vertical axis indicates frequency, and preferably,
the time-varying frequency distribution is divided by a
certain time interval and a certain frequency difference into
grids to give another representation of voice energy distribution within each of the grids. The reference voice patterns
may be represented in a pattern where common but conspicuous part of the relation map is particularly emphasized.
This is useful in comparing the input voice pattern with the
reference voice patterns in that even for a variety of input
voice patterns, each of them can match with one of the
reference voice patterns which corresponds to either one of
the emotions so long as it assumes a common but conspicuous part corresponding to the emotion, and this enhances
reliability of emotion analysis. More specifically, it is preferable that the mathematical processing, which is carried out
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5

6

to create the relation map of the input voice pattern in the
input voice pattern extractor 3 as mentioned above, is
similarly performed in advance in creating the reference
voice patterns. FIG. 8 depicts samples of the reference voice
patterns that are stored in the emotions based reference voice 5
patterns memory 4. Frequency band is divided into
five
sub-bands, and for each band, the memory stores numerical
data resulted from appropriate mathematical processing of
^
.
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voice patterns in this embodiment are created rtor individual 1C
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dog group such as Group A, Group B, and so forth to
,
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enhance accuracyJ of the emotion analysis. Ihe reference
^ . , ^ r
1 r lli 1
>
voice patterns contain data tor each of the dog groups and
for each of the categories of emotions (Categories a to f). As
for a single emotion category unique to some dog group, the 2 0
reference voice patterns also includes a plurality of typical
data like a data a l , a2, . . . for Emotion Category a unique
Dog Group A. In this way, if a dog belonging to some dog
group makes voices in a phonetically wide range of
utterance, it is similarly possible to accurately analyze its 2 ,
emotions
In creating the reference voice patterns for dog's various
emotions, voice data were collected from a wide range of
dogs that were giving utterance to their various emotions.
The dog's emotions during collecting the voice data were
ethologically analyzed by observing their actions and behaviors at that time. The collected voice data were classified into
one of emotion categories, and a voice pattern commonly
existing in the data of the same category was defined as a
reference voice pattern for that kind of emotion. Only
common but conspicuous part of the reference pattern may
be emphasized. Six basic categories of emotions were
selected, including "loneliness", "frustration",
"aggressiveness", "assertiveness", "happiness", and "wistfulness". The actions, behaviors, and emotions of dogs are
ethologically reasoned in a manner of a single emotion
category corresponding to some behavior pattern as follows:
When the emotion of a dog is "loneliness", the dog stays still
with their muzzles pointing upward and whine, seemingly
gazing at a point. When the emotion of a dog is "frustration",
the dog growls heavily in disgust but seems not to know how
they should d o . W h e n the e m o t i o n of a dog is
"aggressiveness", the dog barks in some exaggerated tone
without coming so close to nor staying so apart from a man
or an object. When the emotion of a dog is "assertiveness",
the dog continually yips in a high tone while apparently
wanting to attract attention. When the emotion of a dog is
"Happiness", the dog is playfully jumping onto their masters
and romping about the masters as well as barking. When the
emotion of a dog is "wistfulness", the dog gives an appealing bark to show it can't wait any longer and hastens their
masters during its meal or walk. The voice patterns respeclively associated with these emotions will be detailed below.

from 160 to 240 Hz with harmonics up to 1500 Hz, and a
subsequent sub-pattern of 250 to 8000 Hz without definite
fundamental tones and harmonics, but conspicuous for frequency components around 1000 Hz. This voice pattern
0 ften sounds like "Woooof, Wow". FIG. 3 is graph of the
« t i m e t o f requency component relation map" that represents
^ tvpical voice pattern for "frustration"
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represents the typical voice pattern tor aggressiveness .
A voice
P a t t e m expressing "assertiveness" is made up of
frequency components ranging from 250 to 8000 Hz without
definlte
fundamental tones and harmonics, and with conspicuous for frequency components around 1000 Hz, 2000
H z a n d 5 0 0 0 Hz
> respectively. This voice pattern is audible
m
"yelping" sound. FIG. 5 is a graph of the "time to
frequency component relation map" that represents the
typical voice pattern for "assertiveness".

A voice pattern for "happiness" includes a sub-pattern of
frequency
components ranging from 250 to 8000 Hz without
definite fundamental tones and harmonics, and with con30 spicuous frequency components around 1000 Hz and a
subsequent sub-pattern of fundamental tones ranging from
200 to 300 Hz with harmonics up to 1500 Hz. This voice
pattern often sounds like "BowWow, Gooooooo". FIG. 6 is
a graph of the "time to frequency component relation map"
35 that represents the typical voice pattern for "happiness",
A voice pattern expressing "wistfulness" is made up of
fundamental tones ranging from 250 to 500 Hz with harmonies up to 8000 Hz and with frequency of said fundamental tones being varied. This voice pattern often sounds
40 like "Ghyooo". FIG. 7 is a graph of the "time to frequency
component relation map" that represents the typical voice
pattern for "wistfulness".
The comparator 5 is a component used to compare the
i n p U t v o i c e pattern with the reference voice patterns for
45 various emotions. The comparator 5 consists of a CPU (or
otherwise, a DSP as desired), ROM that stores a program
which makes the CPU serve as the comparator 5, RAM for
w o r k a r e a S ; a n d the like that are not individually shown,
Comparison can be carried out by means of pattern matching
50 w h e r e characteristic patterns undergo Hamming processing,
T h e r e s u l t s 0 f the comparison are produced as High or Low
correlation. For instance, with the reference voice patterns
s h o w n i n F I G . 8 ) the comparator 5 computes a distance
Xm=|am-ax|+|Pm-Px|+|Ym-Yx|+|8m-8x|+|em-ex| in corn55 parison of the input voice pattern ( a m , |3m, ym, 8m, em)
w i t h the corresponding data of the reference voice patterns
( a X ; p X ; YX; § X ; e x ) . The distance Xm is an index that
indicates an extent of the correlation of the input voice

A voice pattern for "loneliness" is made up of significant
pattern and the reference voice patterns compared with the
frequency components around 5000 Hz without frequency go same. The emotion category corresponding to the data set
components of 3000 Hz or below and harmonics, and it lasts
(amO, |3m0, ymO, 8m0, emO) that leads to the minimum
for 0.2 to 0.3 second. This voice pattern is audible to men as
value of the distance Xm should be the one that shows the
a "whining" sound. FIG. 2 is a graph of the "time to
highest correlation with the input voice pattern. The distance
frequency relation map" that represents the typical voice
Xm=|am-am0|+|Pm-Pm0|+|Ym-Ym0|+|8m-8m0|+|empattern expressing "loneliness".
65 e m 0 | in this case comes to a minimum. In the examples in
A voice pattern for "frustration" is made up of a subFIG. 8, since the reference voice pattern al unique to Dog
pattern for 0.3 to 1 second of fundamental tones ranging
Group B is (amO, (BmO, ymO, 8m0, emO), this data set leads
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to the distance Xm being a minimum, and therefore, it is
determined that the Emotion Category a is the emotion
expressed by the input voice pattern. The comparator 5 may
straightforwardly compare the input voice pattern with the
data of the reference voice patterns regardless of what kind
of dog groups a subject belongs to. Alternatively, the comparator 5 may get a dog group of the subject in advance, and
the comparison of the input voice pattern of the subject with
the reference voice patterns is carried out in a limited range
of the dog group. In this way, added data on the dog group
can bring about more accurate analysis of emotions.
The analyzing means 6 is a component that determines, as
the emotion of the subject dog, a specific emotion corresponding to the reference voice pattern having the highest
correlation with the input voice pattern of the subject as a
result of the comparison with the reference voice patterns by
the comparator 5. The analyzing means 6 consists of a CPU
(or otherwise, a DSP as desired), ROM that stores a program
which makes the CPU serve as the analyzing means 6, RAM
for work areas, and the like that are not individually shown.
The output means 7 is a component that externally outputs
the result of the analysis by the analyzing means 6. The
output means 7 may be a display apparatus such as liquid
crystal display screen and its drive circuit that enable
characters and graphics representation, or otherwise, it may
be a sound device such as a speaker and an audible sound
generating circuit. The output means 7 may alternatively
produce the analysis result in a digital data format that is
received at other devices for any particular use. For
example, the analysis result or emotion data may be sent to
an operation controller of a dog-shaped robot so that the
robot can conduct a certain action specific to the emotion
data. Thus, the output means 7 can produce the analyzed
emotions as a command set to control motions of the robot.
Now, the flow of a sequential operation of the emotion
determining apparatus 1 will be described. First, the transducer 2 converts a barking sound made by a subject dog into
digitized audio signals. Then, the input voice pattern extractor 3 extracts characteristic voice patterns from the audio
signals. The voice pattern is extracted in a form of the
relation map and allocated in the RAM. The comparator 5
reads the reference voice patterns corresponding to various
emotions stored in the emotions based reference voice
patterns memory 4, and compares the input voice pattern in
the RAM with the reference voice patterns in the emotions
based reference voice patterns memory 4. The comparison
can be carried out by means of pattern matching where the
characteristic patterns undergo Hamming processing. As a
result of the comparison, correlations of the input voice
pattern with the various emotions are obtained in numerical
analysis data. After that, the analyzing means 6 determines
that the emotion of the subject dog is an emotion corresponding to the reference voice pattern having the highest
correlation. Eventually, the output means 7 produces and
outputs characters, a voice, digitized data, the motion of an
object, and the like that expresses the emotion.
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The invention as defined in Claim 1 and Claim 2 follows
the procedures of converting dog's voices into electrical
audio signals, extracting characteristics in a time to frequency component relation map of the audio signals as an 60
input voice pattern, storing in advance in emotions based
reference voice patterns memory the reference voice patterns for various emotions that respectively represent characteristics of time to frequency component relation maps,
comparing the input voice pattern with the reference voice 65
patterns, and determining that the emotion of the subject dog
is an emotion corresponding to the reference voice pattern

having the highest correlation with the input voice pattern as
a result of the comparison, wherein said emotions represented by the reference voice patterns include "loneliness",
"frustration", "aggressiveness", "assertiveness",
"happiness", and "wistfulness", and hence, the present
invention attains an effective way of determining dog's
emotions based upon its barking sound with objective supports.
What is claimed is:
1. An apparatus of determining dog's emotions by vocal
analysis of dog's voice patterns, comprising means for
converting dog's voices into electrical audio signals,
means for extracting characteristics in a time to frequency
component relation map of the audio signals as an input
voice pattern,
means for storing reference voice patterns that represent
various dog's emotions expressed by its voice in a form
of the time to frequency component relation map,
means for comparing the input voice pattern with the
reference voice patterns, and
means for determining how the dog feels by choosing the
pattern most closely matched to the input voice pattern;
wherein the apparatus being characterized in that the
reference voice patterns include
a reference voice pattern expressing loneliness that is
made up of significant frequency components around
5000 Hz without frequency components of 3000 Hz
or below but lacks harmonics and lasts for 0.2 to 0.3
second,
a reference voice pattern expressing frustration that is
made up of a sub-pattern for 0.3 to 1 second of
fundamental tones ranging from 160 to 240 Hz with
harmonics up to 1500 Hz and a subsequent subpattern of 250 to 8000 Hz without definite fundamental tones and harmonics but is conspicuous for
frequency components around 1000 Hz,
a reference voice pattern expressing aggressiveness
that is made up of a sub-pattern ranging from 250 to
8000 Hz without definite fundamental tones and
harmonics and conspicuous for frequency components around 1000 Hz and a subsequent sub-pattern
for 0.8 to 1.5 second of fundamental tones ranging
from 240 to 360 Hz with definite harmonics up to
1500 Hz and reaching 8000 Hz,
a reference voice pattern expressing assertiveness that
is made up of frequency components ranging from
250 to 8000 Hz without definite fundamental tones
and harmonics and is conspicuous for frequency
components around 1000 Hz, 2000 Hz and 5000 Hz,
respectively,
a reference voice pattern expressing happiness including a sub-pattern of frequency components ranging
from 250 to 8000 Hz without definite fundamental
tones and harmonics and with conspicuous frequency components around 1000 Hz and a subsequent sub-pattern of fundamental tones ranging from
200 to 300 Hz with harmonics up to 1500 Hz, and
a reference voice pattern expressing wistfulness that is
made up of fundamental tones ranging from 250 to
500 Hz with harmonics up to 8000 Hz and with
frequency of the fundamental tones being varied.
2. A method for determining dog's emotions by vocal
analysis of dog's voice patterns, comprising the steps of
converting dog's voices into electrical audio signals,
extracting characteristics in a time to frequency component relation map of the audio signals as an input
voice pattern,
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storing reference voice patterns that represent various
dog's emotions expressed by its voice in a form of the
time to frequency component relation map,
comparing the input voice pattern with the reference voice
patterns, and determining how the dog feels by choosing the pattern most closely matched to the input voice
pattern;
the method being characterized in that the reference voice
patterns include
a reference voice pattern expressing loneliness that is
made up of significant frequency components around
5000 Hz without frequency components of 3000 Hz
or below but lacks harmonics and lasts for 0.2 to 0.3
second,
a reference voice pattern expressing frustration that is
made up of a sub-pattern for 0.3 to 1 second of
fundamental tones ranging from 160 to 240 Hz with
harmonics up to 1500 Hz and a subsequent subpattern of 250 to 8000 Hz without definite fundamental tones and harmonics but is conspicuous for
frequency components around 1000 Hz,
a reference voice pattern expressing aggressiveness
that is made up of a sub-pattern ranging from 250 to
8000 Hz without definite fundamental tones and
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harmonics and is conspicuous for frequency components around 1000 Hz and a subsequent sub-pattern
for 0.8 to 1.5 second of fundamental tones ranging
from 240 to 360 Hz with harmonics definite up to
1500 Hz and reaching 8000 Hz,
a reference voice pattern expressing assertiveness that
is made up of frequency components ranging from
250 to 8000 Hz without definite fundamental tones
and harmonics and is conspicuous for frequency
components around 1000 Hz, 2000 Hz and 5000 Hz,
respectively,
a reference voice pattern expressing happiness including
a sub-pattern of frequency components ranging from
250 to 8000 Hz without definite fundamental tones and
harmonics and with conspicuous frequency components around 1000 Hz and a subsequent sub-pattern of
fundamental tones ranging from 200 to 300 Hz with
harmonics up to 1500 Hz, and
a reference voice pattern expressing wistfulness that is
made up of fundamental tones ranging from 250 to 500
Hz with harmonics up to 8000 Hz and with frequency
of the fundamental tones being varied.

